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Dr. RICHARD BARBROOK

Spring 2007 sees the debut of an important new work of literature
from Dr. Richard Barbrook, on offer from Pluto Press. His book
Imaginary Futures traces the political history of the Internet,
demonstrates how politics influenced the way this powerful tool is
controlled today and calls upon the new, cyber-savvy generation of
youth to use the Internet for taking revolutionary politics into their 
own hands, to create a more positive future. 

We hope you will take interest in coverage of Imaginary Futures 
and plan to attend the book launch event on Wednesday, 16 May, 
in London. 

BOOK DETAILS
Imaginary Futures: From Thinking Machines to The Global Village
By Richard Barbrook
www.imaginaryfutures.net

Presenting a radical message to all who use the Internet and
contemplate positive political change – we must invent new futures. 

Available from Pluto Press in May 2007
Order copies at: www.plutobooks.com
£16.99 GBP – $26.95 USD

PRESS PREVIEW AND BOOK LAUNCH PARTY DETAILS
DATE 16 May 2007-03-22
PRESS PREVIEW 4 – 7 pm
BOOK LAUNCH PARTY 7 – 9 pm
AFTER PARTY 9 pm – 2 am
VENUE Madame JoJos

www.madamejojos.com
8 -10 Brewer Street, London, W1F OSE

Barbrook will speak during the press preview and present visuals. He
will be joined by Simon Schaffer, Cambridge University Professor and
BBC4 presenter, who will give an introduction and overview of
Imaginary Futures. Members of the press will have opportunity to meet
the author during the evening, and are welcome to stay for the after
party. Late night entertainment will feature legendary Chicago house
performer Robert Owens and DJs Keith Franklin and Ray Stanley. 

PLUTO PRESS
London . Ann Arbor, M1
www.plutobooks.com

PRESS CONTACT

Lisa Devaney
Imaginary Futures PR
M  (+44) 07711238173
lisa@imaginaryfutures.net

To reserve your advanced
copy for review and
coverage (advanced copies
for press to be released in
April) and to RSVP for the
Imaginary Futures Press
Preview & Book Launch 
Party, contact:


